Spiking neural networks (SNN) as time-dependent hypotheses consisting of spiking nodes (neurons) and directed edges (synapses) are believed to offer unique solutions to reward prediction tasks and the related feedback that are classified as reinforcement learning. Generally, temporal difference (TD) learning renders it possible to optimize a model network to predict the delayed reward in an ad hoc manner. Neuromorphic SNNs-networks built using dedicated hardware-particularly leverage such TD learning for not only reward prediction but also temporal sequence prediction in a physical time domain. In this tutorial, such learning in a physical time domain is referred to as temporal learning to distinguish it from conventional TD learning-based methods that generally involve algorithmic (rather than physical) time. This tutorial addresses neuromorphic SNNs for temporal learning from the scratch. It first concerns general characteristics of SNNs including spiking neurons and information coding schemes and then moves on to temporal learning including its general concept, feasible algorithms, and their association with neurophysiological learning rules that have intensively been enriched for the last few decades.
I. Introduction
Neurogrid 1 , TrueNorth 2 , DYNAPs 3 , SpiNNaker 4 , Loihi 5 , and Braindrop 6 are prototypical neuromorphic processers that have recently been released. They are designed using very distinct technologies so that their working principles and capabilities all differ. Nevertheless, it is noticed that they all realize spiking neural networks (SNNs) on the chips, the realization techniques are significantly different though. In fact, it is not surprising that the aforementioned neuromorphic prototypes are commonly based on SNNs with regard to the three decades of history of neuromorphic engineering. 7, 8 Neuromorphic engineering initially aimed to reverse-engineer the central nervous system (CNS) including the retina. Given that SNNs can model the CNS, SNNs are the network type of significant concern in neuromorphic engineering.
SNN is a dynamic hypothesis in which neuronal information is conveyed from a presynaptic neuron to a postsynaptic neuron through a synapse. The communication protocol between such connected neurons is based on a train of spikes-a stream of binary numbers ('0' and '1'
corresponding to spike off and on, respectively). A postsynaptic neuron generates a spike train in response to spike trains from presynaptic neurons in that messages encoded as presynaptic spike trains (similar to the Morse code) are encoded as another spike train by the postsynaptic neuron. This encoding is simultaneously performed along entire synaptic pathways, thereby macroscopically realizing high-level functionalities such as recognition and future prediction. SNN may also be viewed as another type of hypothesis for deep learning as an alternative to artificial neural networks (ANNs). Yet, it markedly differs from ANN given its potential capability of learning defined in a physical time domain.
There exist different strategies to build SNNs using dedicated hardware within the neuromorphic framework. Analog very-large-scale integrated circuitry (VLSI) is an originally proposed strategy in which the building blocks, e.g. spiking neurons and compatible synaptic circuits, are implemented using analog circuits. [8] [9] [10] Yet, hard wiring all spiking neurons through fan-in and out synapses appears inefficient and poor at network reconfiguration. Alternatively, digital event-routing techniques, such as address-event representation 11 , offer a solution to efficient and reconfigurable network operation.
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incorporate a calcium signaling cascade that involves a number of different enzymes and their reactions along a number of reaction pathways. [22] [23] [24] [25] This tremendous complexity in SNN may cause the difficulty in putting the SNN in a nutshell and approximating it to a simple form.
Simplifying the SNN but keeping the core functions importantly causes high areal density of neurons and synapses and thus low fabrication cost. Therefore, SNNs in neuromorphic engineering unnecessarily duplicate the CNS to understand biological neural processing. Instead, some "seemingly" important concepts in biological neural processing are taken and recreated in the SNN to realize desired functions such as inference and prediction as a consequence of training. We cannot elaborate all examples of such activities in this tutorial. Yet, we can categorize them as a few classes depending on (i) neural code in use, (ii) training scheme (algorithm), and (iii) functionality. Regarding the last two attributes, as the title of tutorial suggests, we will address temporal learning and its algorithm.
Note that the definition of temporal learning is unclear, the terminology is popularly invoked though. In this tutorial, temporal learning refers to ad hoc training of SNN with given time-varying input data in order to predict future reward correlated with the input data. In fact, such future reward prediction is the heart of reinforcement learning, and ad hoc training can be realized by the celebrated temporal difference (TD) learning. 26 The implementation of TD learning in SNN in association with neurophysiological learning rules, e.g. spike timing-dependent plasticity, is of concern in this tutorial.
In this way, physically meaningless algorithmic time in general TD learning can be recreated in a physical time domain.
This tutorial concerns temporal learning of neuromorphic SNN from the scratch as follows.
Section II is dedicated to basics of SNN including its general role in learning (Sub-section A), types of spiking neuron models (Sub-section B), and neuronal noise (Sub-section C). Subsequently, Section III addresses different neural codes in view of neurons as information encoders. Overviewed are spike-count code (Sub-section A), rate code (Sub-section B), and temporal code (Sub-section C).
Such neural coding schemes may be suited for different synaptic modification rules. Introduction to such rules with neurophysiological plausibility is the main concern of Section IV, particularly, with regard to their relevance to TD learning. To this end, Section IV is dedicated to strategies for implementing a TD learning algorithm in SNN (Sub-section A), synaptic modification rules (Subsection B), and exemplary linkages between TD learning and synaptic modification rule (Sub-section C).
II. Basic of spiking neural network

A. Spiking neural network as a time-dependent hypothesis
It is helpful to compare SNNs with ANNs that are much simpler than SNNs but nevertheless share many attributes with SNNs. Let us begin with feed-forward ANNs without recurrent connections.
Feed-forward ANNs are directed graphs made of nodes and directed edges. Such a node has many names such as a unit, activation function, neuron, and so forth. Here we name it an "activation function" to distinguish it from "neuron" The beauty is that this graph is a versatile mathematical model that can be transformed to desired mathematical functions f by modifying the model parameters such as a weight matrix w and bias array b. Formally, f can be expressed as ( ; , ) where x denotes an input array.
The procedure of model parameter modification in line with purpose is referred to as training. Yet, we do not know (to be precise, we do not need to know) the exact form of the desired function that we are eventually given as a result of training. We cannot therefore directly modify the parameters.
Instead, another function that guides the change of each model parameter is introduced-given by a function of the difference between the desired and actual outputs that can readily be measured. This function is popularly termed a cost function. The parameter modification proceeds from the output to the input layer, and thus this modification algorithm is referred to as "backpropagation".
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Notably, the ANN is a time-independent function since the model does not incorporate any timevarying functions. SNNs are also directed graphs made of nodes (spiking neurons) and directed edges (synapses). 
B. Spiking neuron models
Intensive studies for the last decades have enriched spiking neuron models that vary in the fidelity to biological neurons. Generally, the higher the fidelity, the larger the model complexity, and thus the larger the number of state variables (nsv). In the neuromorphic framework, given the limit of die area, simple neuron models are beneficially chosen unless the simplicity limits the high-level 
where u0 and a denote the base membrane potential and positive constant, respectively. D(s) is a linear filter (kernel). w means the synaptic weight.  is a sequence of N input spikes (ith spike is arrived at ti) through a synapse, which can be expressed as ( ) = ∑ ( − )
=1
. The synapse is given synaptic weight w.
Convolution for two different kernels is schematized in Fig. 2 . The first kernel (Fig. 2a) is a constant window function between 0 and t. This constant kernel indicates no loss in memory so that it perfectly integrates the input spikes. The neuron models equipped with such constant kernels are referred to as integrate-and-fire (IF) models. In contrast, the second kernel (Fig. 2b ) decreases in due course so that memory loss is obvious. Consequently, the kernel cannot perfectly integrate the input spikes due to the memory loss (leakage). The neuron models with such kernels are referred to as LIF models.
Particularly, the LIF model illustrated in Fig. 2b is called Stein's model that features an immediate rise in membrane potential upon the arrival of an input spike and consequent exponential decay in the potential. 20 TrueNorth employs a similar type of neuron model but the kernel simplified to a monotonic (rather than exponential) decay for an easier digital implementation. 2 The kernels for Stein's model and TrueNorth are
and
respectively. H(t) and u in Eq. For both IF and LIF models, a spike is elicited when membrane potential u reaches the threshold uth, followed by resetting the membrane potential to its ground potential. Frequently, a refractory period for a few milliseconds is given after the membrane potential reset. 
Neuron models involving two state variables
Regarding neurophysiological synaptic transmission from an excitatory presynaptic neuron, excitatory neurotransmitters, e.g. glutamate, are released from the axon terminal of the excitatory presynaptic neuron. Subsequently, the released neurotransmitters largely increase the conductance of ion channels permeable to monovalent cations, e.g. Na + and K + . 35 Such an influx of monovalent cations (mostly Na + ions) toward the intracellular is the substrate of EPSC. EPSC is a direct cause of a change in a potential difference across the membrane that integrates the EPSC. In view of the neuronal membrane integrating EPSC, it is conceivable to regard Eq. (1) as the evolution of EPSC (rather than membrane potential) and leaky-integrate this EPSC over time to produce the membrane potential. The model to this end is one step closer to the neurophysiological counterpart at the expense of one additional state variable, i.e. EPSC (i). EPSC i can be expressed as Eq. (1) after the replacement of u by i. The EPSC is leaky-integrated over time using the following equation, yielding the response of membrane potential u to the time-varying EPSC;
Here  is a positive constant. Spike-firing and resetting the membrane potential processes are identical to the models in the previous section. That is, this model bases its dynamics on two state variables, u and i. Membrane potential evolution in this LIF model amid incident presynaptic spikes is exemplified in Fig. 3 . Loihi utilizes this type of neuron model. 5 The advantage of this model is that Eq.
(3) is a linear differential equation without any higher-order term, rendering it simple to implement this model in both digital and analog neuromorphic systems.
Izhikevich's model leverages the capability of mimicking neurophysiological spiking behaviors of various modes.
36 Surprisingly, this model bases neurophysiological plausibility on only two variables (u and auxiliary variable v) involved in the following two differential equations:
Here a and b are constant. When membrane potential u reaches the firing threshold uth, u and v are reset to c and v+d, respectively. The beauty of Izhikevich's model is that a wide variety of spiking behaviors in detail can be manipulated by simply tweaking the four parameters a, b, c, and d.
However, Eq. (5) is a nonlinear differential equation that includes a second-order term u 2 . This may cause complexity in implementation in neuromorphic systems.
FHN model 37,38 also describes spike-firing dynamics using two state variables incorporated in two differential equations. A distinct feature of this model in comparison with the previous models is that no discrete changes in the state variables are necessary upon spike firing. Instead, the spiking behavior corresponds to continuously oscillating membrane potential. In digital implementation, a comparator to produce a spike in comparison with the spiking threshold is therefore unnecessary. Yet, this model also includes a nonlinear differential equation as for Izhikevich's model. 36 Implementing firing rate adaption and refractoriness enriches neuronal dynamics, raising the neurophysiological plausibility of the model. Yet, it minimally costs one variable each. A common method for firing rate adaption implementation is to introduce an additional state variable similar to Eq. (1), which accelerates the membrane leakage. 35 Thus, spiking events are suppressed to some extent depending on the contribution of the accelerated leakage to the integration. Likewise, refractoriness minimally costs one variable (time stamp) that is a record of a last spike timing in case of digital neurons. Analog neurons need the circuitry generating a particular window function whose width is the refractory period.
Multi-compartment models
All these models quantitatively describe the dynamics of somatic membrane potential. In a point neuron model, the neuron is given only one integrator that integrates the input (presynaptic) spikes over all dendritic spines. In contrast, multi-compartment models distinguish dendritic membrane potential from somatic membrane potential in that each dendritic spine is given an independent integrator that evaluates dendritic potential in response to the input spikes into the dendritic spine. The soma integrates all input spikes over all dendritic spines to evaluate somatic potential. Yet, given the physical distance between a dendritic spine and the soma and consequent attenuation of a spike along the distance, a raise in the somatic potential upon an input spike is less than the dendritic potential.
Generally, the soma is considered to be the only compartment able to produce spikes. Such multicompartment models support more biologically plausible learning models involving spikes backpropagating from soma to dendritic spines. Backpropagating spikes following the onset of a somatic spike affect the dendritic potential of each dendritic spine to the extent that differs for different dendritic spines (in location) of different dendritic potential. 39 Therefore, such learning models need a state variable for each spine to support local learning models, and dendritic potential is a suitable state variable. 
C. Noise in biological neurons and its implementation in spiking neurons
An important attribute of neural coding in SNNs is random noise (variability) EPSC that is integrated on the membrane resulting in membrane potential. 42, 43 Additionally, the same holds for inhibitory synapse in that the consequent fluctuation in inhibitory postsynaptic current (IPSC) significantly perturbs the membrane potential of the postsynaptic neuron. 44, 45 The network effect due in part to crosstalk between neighboring neurons also causes a random fluctuation in membrane potential. 46, 47 That is, neighboring neurons (closely sharing the extracellular medium) may affect each other via the extracellular medium whose potential can be perturbed upon spike generation and propagation in one neuron. 46, 47 Altogether, such stochastic effects cause a variability in spiking, which is readily parameterized by variability in ISI. The variability in ISI indicates the breakdown of perfect periodicity in spikes in a time domain even under a time-independent external input stimulus. A probability distribution function (PDF) fitted to a measured statistics on ISIs frequently reveals the nature of stochasticity.
Often, the statistics supports a gamma distribution function, different distributions varies in the function parameters though. 48 Particularly, the PDF in detail markedly differs for different ratios of inhibitory to excitatory synapses within the SNN by balanced excitation and inhibition. 45 Such a ratio thus offers a means of tweaking an ISI PDF when designing an SNN.
A question as to if we should implement such variability in ISI in neuromorphic systems arises for the moment. In the digital computing framework, variability should be avoided because it disturbs perfect periodicity and simultaneous operation in synch with a system clock. However, asynchronous Poisson spikes are generated using a Poisson process-a renewal process that has the same probability of event occurrence in all time bins of concern. The resulting intervals between neighboring events follow an exponential distribution over the interval. 35 In a digital system, a usual procedure of Poisson spike generation at particular firing rate r in time period T is as follows:
(i) dividing the time period T into N bins (each bin size t is T/N).
(ii) generating an independent and identically distributed random number rand (0 ≤ rand ≤ 1).
(iii) giving a spike to the first time bin if rand < rt, no spike otherwise.
(iv) repeating (ii) and (iii) up to the last (Nth) time bin.
A PDF of the ISI between spikes generated using this method (r=50, t=1ms, T=100) is displayed in Fig. 5a . Given a presynaptic (Poisson) neuron (Pre) in the inset, the postsynaptic neuron (Post) sees incident Poisson spikes. Generating more realistic spikes (whose ISIs follow a gamma distribution) needs to involve a more complexity than the abovementioned Poisson spikes. Yet, a simple way to generate spikes conforming to the gamma distribution is to remove all Poisson spikes (generated using the above method) except every nth spike. 49 Figure 5b is an example of ISI distribution of a spike train (n=4) generated using this method (r=50, t=1ms, T=100). The postsynaptic neuron (Post) in the inset is consequently stimulated by the spikes following the gamma distribution. Nevertheless, Poisson spikes are a sensible approximation to the more realistic spikes. When spikes from different neurons (each of which generates spikes following a gamma distribution) are merged, the ISI distribution is known to follow an exponential PDF, which is evident in Figs. 5c and 5d .
III. Neural coding schemes
The spiking features so that, given a particular spiking feature of a sensory neuron, the external stimulus can be estimated. To this end, the input and output spikes in a time domain should be described in terms of particular physical quantity (representing the spiking feature) that is coded by the neuron.
As a matter of fact, neural coding is not as simple as that for ANNs where the real-valued sum of weighted inputs is coded as a real-valued output according to a given activation function. We introduce several examples of neural codes with reference to biological SNN.
Mutual information is frequently used as a measure of the information transferred by a neuron (or population). [50] [51] [52] A neuron as a neural information coder transforms an input signal (In) to an output signal (Out), and its reliability is evaluated in terms of the amount of information obtained about the input signal by seeing the output signal (mutual information). The mutual information I(In;Out) is
where H(In) is the information of input, and H(In|Out) is the conditional information of input given particular Out signals. For instance, a sensory neuron that is orientation-selective selectively response to different orientations (encoding), and the information conveyed by this neuron is a measure of the extent to which a given input is correctly estimated from the paired output (decoding), which is evaluated by H(In|Out) in Eq. (6).
Practically, the mutual information in Eq. (6) 
A. Spike-count code
When a neuron is given a perfect integrator (as for the kernel in Fig. 2a) , the neuron counts a number of input spikes until firing. The integrator excludes a leakage contribution to the membrane potential so that the neuronal response is solely dictated by the number of input spikes for given The postsynaptic neuron fires a spike to a certain number of incident presynaptic spikes.
It is noticed that rate code is at times also referred to as spike-count code given that firing rate is equivalent to spike counts within a time window. 53 However, the spike-count in this tutorial is not confined within such a time window. 
B. Rate code
Rate code represents Out (in Eq. (6)) of a sensory neuron by means of firing rate. Firing rate is a measure of the number of spikes in a certain time window T (see Figure 1) , and thus refers to the average spike number per unit time. Figures 6a and 6d schematize a postsynaptic spike train in response to a sensory input and a presynaptic spike train, respectively. Different from spike-count code, rate code allows postsynaptic spiking when a presynaptic spiking rate is sufficiently high to elevate the postsynaptic membrane potential with leakage above the firing threshold. In Fig. 6d , the first three incident presynaptic spikes have a high firing rate so that a postsynaptic spike is elicited whereas the last three presynaptic spikes are of a low rate, and thus inducing no postsynaptic spike.
It should be noted that rate code is often called spike-count code as opposed to temporal code because rate coding essentially count spikes to evaluate the temporal-average of incident spikes. 35 However, we distinguish rate code from spike-count code given their distinct coding schemes with distinct types of integrators. In neuroscience, firing rate has long been a standard measure of neuronal activity and handy variable in neural codes. 54 Firing rate can be given by a continuous function of time in contrast to spike timing-based description that is discrete in time. It therefore offers analytical solutions to the response of individual neurons and neuronal populations, and synaptic plasticity models in theoretical neuroscience. 35 The leaky integrator is the substrate of rate coding in that the leakage contribution differentiates among spike trains of the same number of spikes but different rates.
That is, the larger the input firing rate, the larger membrane potential is achieved. Note that, given the leaky integrator in a spiking neuron, the neuron is naturally suited for rate coding.
A disadvantage is that rate coding is essentially time consuming because each neuron should integrate input spikes sufficient to evaluate the temporal average of spike number per unit time. There are a few workarounds for this issue; (i) a rise in firing rate as a whole over the entire network, which shortens the integration time and (ii) population representation in which a group of neurons fire simultaneously so that a postsynaptic neuron shared among the population receives sufficient input spikes in a short time window, each neuron in the population keeps a low firing rate though. The latter leaves the important premise that the spike from each neuron in the population is independent of each other, and thus no temporal correlation is established.
Note that because firing rate is a temporal average value, it averages out variability in ISI to some extent. This advantageous attribute of rate coding supports its robustness to variability in ISI also the high reliability of temporal averaging due to the variability as explained in Section II.
C. Temporal code
Temporal code-representing Out (in Eq. (6)) using spike timing-brings up an objection to rate code in that rate coding is not sufficiently fast to duplicate the fast decision-making of biological brains. As such, evaluating temporal-average takes some time, which is inconsistent with biological observations. Also, researchers advocating temporal code indicate that decision-making neurons perform actions after a few input spikes 55, 56 as opposed to the acceleration of temporal-averaging by means of population representation. Alternatively, temporal code bases neural information on individual spikes rather than their temporal average. A few spikes convey important neural information along neurons through directed edges. A conceivable way to this end is to take spike timing as a code. The latency coding scheme proposed by Thorpe is a good example of temporal coding. 56 Figure 6b illustrates an example of latency coding for a sensory neuron in which the latency (Out) differs for different inputs (In). The input intensity dictates the spike timing in that the stronger the input the sooner a spike is evoked (the lower the spiking latency). This makes good sense regarding the LIF behavior of a neuron.
The important premise is that spikes elicited from neurons should be sparse in time to avoid any temporal-average effects. Ideally, a single spike (its spike timing) is sufficient to convey the input information as shown in Figs. 6b (sensory neuron) and 6e (a pair of presynaptic and postsynaptic neuron). Thus, a threshold for spiking should be adjusted to be reached upon a single spike or a few spikes. This way deprives the leaky integrator of the natural temporal-averaging effect that makes the latency information of no use.
It should be noted that temporal code is prone to error when the variability in ISI is present because the variability directly corrupts the Out signal dissimilar to the rate code taking temporalaverage quantity as Out.
IV. Temporal learning of spiking neural network
As such, temporal learning enables SNN to be eligible to predict future reward for time-varying input data. Here future is defined in a physical time (rather than algorithmic time) domain due to the fact that the spiking neuronal behavior involves physical time. Also, ad hoc training (rather than batch training) is desirable. To this end, TD learning 26 appears suitable with regard to its ad hoc update feature for future reward prediction. The original TD learning has little relevance to SNN. 57 A. Temporal difference learning in spiking neural network 
General temporal difference learning
Assume a time-varying input u(t), the consequent reward r(t), and prediction v(t), all in the time period (0 -T). Prediction v(t) is assumed to be a function of not only u(t) but also u's in the previous time steps, i.e. u(t-1), u(t-2), u(t-3),
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TD learning regards v(t) as the prediction of weighted sum of future rewards at the current time step t,
[r(t)], and all succeeding time steps until T, [r(t) + r(t + 1) + … + r(T)]
. 26 The weight for each term is given by a discounting factor  (≤1). Its target (correct) value v'(t) is therefore
. (8) v(t) is different from v'(t) before learning, andw's in Eq. (7) are optimized such that the resulting v(t)
asymptotically approaches v'(t). The temporal model in Eq. (7) is identical to a spatial model of (t + 1)
parallel nodes and a node shared among the parallel nodes as depicted in Fig. 7 . This linear neural network can readily be trained using the delta learning rule elaborated in Appendix. The weight array is therefore updated at time step t such that
where ( ) = ∑ ( + ) − =0 − ( ).  is a learning rate. Now the difficulty in training is that evaluating  needs the entire future rewards at all time steps until T, rendering it impossible to update all weight values at every time (i.e. ad hoc update). Instead, the weight update is postponed until the end of the training period T at which the full reward information at every time is eventually unveiled. 
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The beauty of TD learning lies in the fact that the sum of future rewards in Eq. (8) Thus,  can be re-written as = ( ) + ( + 1) − ( ). The weight update rule is consequently given by
Note that the training is one time-step delayed in that v(t+1) should be acquired to update w(0) as for i = 0 in Eq. (10). 
Temporal difference learning implementation in spiking neural network
Original TD learning did not explicitly choose SNN as a network model. It took a while for a feasible implementation of TD learning in SNN to appear. 58 An intuitive way to do so is to replace the input u and output v in Eq. (10) by spikes in which u and v at a given time are endowed with either '1'
(spiking) or '0' (non-spiking) because of the all-or-nothing feature of spikes. An exemplary algorithm is shown in Fig. 8a , which was proposed by Montague et al. 58 This simple implementation aims to establish a causal correlation between the signal from the input neuron (u) and delayed reward (r).
The established causality after full training lets a single spike from the input neuron elicit a persisted 
B. Neurophysiological synaptic modification models
The Hebb rule is the substrate of synaptic modification based on the correlation between the pre and postsynaptic neurons. 59 The general term "Hebbian learning" covers correlation-based synaptic modification (precisely, potentiation) rules including the basic Hebb rule and its modifications, e.g. . In these rules, synaptic modification is a function of pre and postsynaptic firing rates (activities). The correlation between pre and postsynaptic neurons is unnecessarily expressed by firing rate (many spikes). Instead, single pre and postsynaptic spikes capture their correlation in terms of spike timing, and the consequent synaptic modification also belongs to the class of Hebbian learning. An example is spike timing-dependent plasticity (STDP). [63] [64] [65] However, the BCM rule, CLO rule, and STDP conditionally gives rise to depression as well, which is referred to as anti-Hebbian learning. This conditional bidirectional synaptic modification clearly distinguishes these models from the basic Hebb rule.
Basic Hebb rule
The basic Hebb rule provides a primitive way to adjust synaptic weight between a pair of neurons with regard to their correlation. 59 The celebrated statement "cells that fire together wire together"
explains correlation-based weight enhancement, to be specific, long-term potentiation (LTP). 59 This rule involves two factors representing the activities of pre and postsynaptic neurons that sandwich a synapse subject to modification. Albeit too simple, the Hebb rule still offers the main framework of learning in biological SNNs. Given no explicit condition of weight modification upon temporal correlation between the firing cells, the basic Hebb rule describes a continuous change in weight (wji) between a pre and postsynaptic neurons whose temporal-average firing rates are ai and aj, respectively, as follows
w denotes a time constant of weight change. This equation is readily applied to train an SNN with time-dependent pre and postsynaptic activities.
Yet, this basic Hebb rule falls short of explaining several detailed attributes of synaptic modification. First, it cannot account for long-term depression (LTD) since the right-hand side of Eq.
(11) does not fall below zero. It evident that LTD is an important gradient of successful learning together with LTP and that a synapse can experience both LTP and LTD depending on given conditions. In this regard, LTD is referred to as homosynaptic depression. 66 Therefore, LTD is classified as anti-Hebbian learning. Second, this simple model hardly captures a temporal correlation between pre and postsynaptic spikes because the model takes temporal-average quantities (ai and aj)
as inputs. Third, no upper limit of weight is set in the basic Hebb rule in that the weight in Eq. (11) unlimitedly increases as far as the pre and postsynaptic neurons are active (the right-hand side of Eq.
(11) is positive). This is at odds with neurophysiological behavior of synaptic modification where weight saturation is evident. Irrespective of this neurophysiological fidelity, such unlimited weight growth causes network stability so that it should be avoided. 
Bienenstock-Cooper-Munro rule
The BCM rule empirically reconciles the homosynaptic depression (LTD) with LTP to different extent for different postsynaptic activities, and thus combining LTD and LTP using a single model. 60, 61 To be specific, the BCM empirically elucidates that, in the presence of presynaptic spikes, the induced postsynaptic activity below (above) a threshold causes LTD (LTP) in line with the neurophysiological data. 61, 66 In addition, this threshold is history-dependent (has a memory effect) in that the larger the previous postsynaptic activity on average, the larger the threshold that requires the larger postsynaptic activity for a further increase in synaptic weight.
The threshold offers the substrate of input-selectivity evolution laying the foundation for selective neuronal responses to different inputs. 60, 61, 67 LTP continues onwards at the synapses along a positive feedback loop such that the synaptic inputs whose sum evokes postsynaptic activity greater than the threshold cause the synapses to gain more weight. This supports an even larger postsynaptic activity resulting from the same synaptic inputs. In contrast, the synapses whose synaptic inputs are insufficient for the postsynaptic activity greater the threshold fall behind competition with the winning synapses, and thus the weight keeps decreasing along a negative feedback loop. The combination of the positive and negative feedback loops eventually distinguishes an ensemble (pattern) of synaptic inputs, which causes the higher postsynaptic activity, from the others-referred to as neuronal selectivity.
Note that the sliding threshold however hinders unlimited weight growth such that the increasing threshold with the postsynaptic activity is reconciled with the positive feedback (resulting in otherwise unlimited growth). This is a distinct feature of the BCM rule in comparison with the CLO rule 62 that also deploys a threshold separating LTD and LTP but constant irrespective of the history of the postsynaptic activity. 
Spike timing-dependent plasticity
STDP elucidates synaptic modification determined by the temporal order of pre and postsynaptic spikes. [63] [64] [65] A postsynaptic spike following a presynaptic spike within a certain time-window (pre-post order) causes LTP while the opposite order (post-pre order) LTD as shown in Fig. 9 . Notably, the post-pre temporal order realizes homosynaptic depression (anti-Hebbian learning). The simplest model empirically describing this intriguing observation (between presynaptic neuron i and postsynaptic neuron j) is a spike-pair-based model as follows
where tpost and tpre respectively denote timings of post and presynaptic spikes. The STDP behavior in detail is determined by + (-) and A+ (A-) for LTP (LTD) as shown in Fig. 9b . This is an easy-toimplement model insomuch that it can readily be implemented in SNN hardware for on-chip learning, for instance, fully digital SNN (e.g. Loihi
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) and analog synaptic circuits 68 .
The implementation needs two state variables mpre and mpost that evolve as follows:
These variables are kept track of through the implementation and read when a pre or postsynaptic spike is evoked in that mpre (mpost) is read and determines w when a postsynaptic (presynaptic) spike is elicited. That is,
Accordingly, every pair of pre and postsynaptic spikes (unnecessarily pairs of pre and postsynaptic spikes in the closest temporal vicinity) can induce the STDP. M presynaptic spikes and N postsynaptic spikes allow total M×N pairs in a time domain so that all pairs should be considered to evaluate the final synaptic weight, a pair of pre and postsynaptic spikes separated far negligibly contributes to the total weight change though.
Paradox of the simple STDP rule and unified models
The simple STDP model can easily be mapped onto an activity domain as shown by Izhikevich and Desai. 69 In the simplest case, this mapping ignores any temporal correlation between pre and postsynaptic spikes such that they are regarded as Poisson spikes at temporal-average firing rates ai and aj for the pre and postsynaptic neurons, respectively. In this case, the expected weight change w during a training period T is expressed as
which is equivalent to the following differential form,
The derivation is elaborated in Appendix. Notably, Eq. (15) is identical to Eq. (11) other than (A++ -
A--)
-1 as a replacement for w in Eq. (11) . Given the biological observations, the LTD time-window dictated by -is a few times as wide as that for LTP (+), and the difference between A+ and A-is relatively smaller. 63, 64 Thus, interpreting the neurophysiological STDP using this simple model yields that A++ -A--< 0, implying an unlimited decrease in weight with nonzero ai and aj as opposed to the Hebb rule. This is at odds with the neurophysiological data that clearly support the Hebb rule dominant over the STDP under high temporal-average firing rates. 65 If A++ -A--> 0, Eq. (15) becomes equal to Eq. (11) so that this model includes the aforementioned limitations (including the lack of LTD) of the Hebb rule.
One may conceive that a temporal correlation between pre and postsynaptic spikes (ignored in the above discussion) yields a different view of the model in an activity domain. However, Izhikevich and Desai has theoretically ascertained that such a temporal correlation barely fits the model to the neurophysiological data including the threshold for LTP. 69 A conceivable correlation arises from a causality between a pre and postsynaptic spike that is evoked by the presynaptic spike and thus succeeding it. Regarding this causality, the probability of postsynaptic spiking is non-uniform such that the probability is centered at tpre + tpost (tpost > 0) together with a constant background probability.
The detailed derivation is given in Appendix. The following wji given the correlation holds:
where l is most likely to be a positive constant value. This equation is also written as a differential form as follows
(A++ -A--+ l) in this equation is positive when l outweighs (A++ -A--) that is most likely negative
given the neurophysiological observations. Otherwise, (A++ -A--+ l) is negative. Yet, irrespective of its sign, such a temporal correlation barely supports the presence of the threshold and a transition from LTD to LTP with an increase in postsynaptic activity. 65, 66 This paradox may indicate that this simple phenomenological STDP rule is merely an attribute of the universal rule that is approximated to the simple STDP rule if and only if both pre and postsynaptic firing rates are sufficiently low (i.e. the ISI is sufficiently large) to avoid multiple reads of a presynaptic (postsynaptic) state variable by successive postsynaptic (presynaptic) spikes. In this regard, the STDP rule may be a suitable learning algorithm in the framework of temporal coding. The universal rule allows the rate-dependent potentiation to outweigh the STDP rule at sufficiently high firing rates in that the universal rule is approximated to a modified Hebb rule such as the BCM rule.
To date, different models for the universal rule have been proposed to bridge the gap between spikeand firing rate-based learning rules. course. This implies depression. The spike distance also significantly influences the depression for the same reason as the potentiation. Fig. 10b is an example of such TD learning for post-pre order. The weight change was evaluated at different temporal distance between the pre and postsynaptic spikes as shown in Fig. 10c . Interestingly, the behavior is fairly similar to the STDP behavior, for instance, shown in Fig. 9 . This may be evidence of a link between STDP and TD learning. 
V. Concluding remarks
SNN as a time-dependent hypothesis is a unique function that has great potential to learn from time-varying input to figure out its temporal pattern. This learned temporal pattern is the substrate of future prediction and decision-making to maximize the utility. Yet, SNN and its learning algorithms are not sufficiently known to readily use the hypothesis in various temporal tasks, leaving a number of challenges with regard to practical application of SNN to temporal learning. However, this also points to opportunities that should be taken by pioneers. Fortunately, vigorous studies having been done for the last decades have enriched our understanding of brain functionalities and learning algorithms, which will hopefully be linked to SNN for temporal learning in the near future.
SNN may be viewed as a replacement for ANN within the framework of deep learning, thereby several SNN-suitable learning algorithms-functionally equivalent to the backpropagation algorithm-have been proposed. Such algorithms are excellently addressed in a recent review by Neftci. 74 In this framework, neuromorphic implementation of SNN offers a means of deep learning acceleration. Such an application specific integrated circuit likely achieves significant acceleration of training as well as inference in comparison with general-purpose hardware such as graphics processing units (GPUs) as for tensor processing units (TPUs) 75 . To this end, various attributes of neuromorphic chips as deep learning accelerators, e.g. performance (power consumption, speed, inference precision, and so forth) and cost, should thoroughly be considered compared with competing technologies that include general-purpose GPU, TPU, and FPGA.
Above all, breakthroughs in neuromorphic engineering are likely driven by its key applications that leverage its distinct capabilities from other technologies. Once again, capabilities of temporal learning and physical time domain operation make the neuromorphic system eligible for a unique learning platform. A good example is BrainScaleS, 76 a large-scale neuromorphic system, aiming to emulate large-scale SNN in accelerated time scale as an alternative to SNN simulation on generalpurpose hardware. This SNN emulation platform can overcome the large gap between simulation runtime and physical time subject to simulation.
Neuromorphic system design for temporal learning is an important concern. Temporal learning varying in temporal distance between neighboring events may require rich dynamics that also varies in decay time constant. For instance, the TD learning with the aid of STDP in Section IV.C can only correlate events separated within the timing windows of STDP rule. This limit may be overcome by incorporating various learning dynamics with various time constants. Yet, enriching dynamics in neuromorphic system costs large power and circuit footprint; particularly, the use of digital arithmetic operators of high precision is a challenge. Additionally, the consequent need for large memory is an obstacle to large-scale integration of SNN.
Enriching dynamics using analog circuits is a conceivable solution to the aforementioned challenges in place of digital arithmetic operators. However, uncontrollable variability in devices, e.g. mismatch in circuit design, and the consequent variability in circuit behavior keep the scalability low.
A feasible solution may be the use of mixed analog/digital circuits as for the neuron circuit in Braindrop. 
Appendix: STDP in an activity domain
Regarding the Poisson spike generation following a renewal process in nature, the probability that a presynaptic spike is elicited from presynaptic neuron i during an infinitesimal time bin dtpre is aidtpre, and for postsynaptic neuron j ajdtpost. That is, the spiking probability has a uniform distribution over time unless ai and aj are time-variant. A weight change wji given tpre and tpost is expressed as Eq. (12). 
To take into account the causality between pre and postsynaptic spikes, the spiking probability of postsynaptic neuron j is assumed to be non-uniform as
where p(tpre, tpost) is a non-uniform distribution function centered at tpre + t (>0). This distribution function is multiplied by aj to scale it with postsynaptic activity aj because it makes intuitive sense to observe more spikes around tpre + t with an increase in the postsynaptic activity. The second term in Eq. (19) indicates the background probability of postsynaptic spiking, which is constant (aj) over the entire time. To this end, Eq. (18) 
The first term on the right-hand side is identical to Eq. (17), thereby giving the same result as Eq. Given that the distribution function p is centered at tpre + t, the first term on the right-hand side most likely outweighs the second term, yielding positive l. Therefore, Eq. (17) is eventually expressed as ∆ = ( + + − − − + ) .
